Using the Hamilton Beverly DO meter
at St Austell Brewery
How the Beverly ensures St Austell produces consistently low DO1 bottled beer
Industry: Beer
Application: portable DO measurement at different process steps
Hamilton products: Beverly

Introduction
Today beer drinkers expect their favorite beer to always taste the same
regardless of variations in raw materials, and producing good and tasty
beer with a consistently high quality is the goal of every brewery. In order
to achieve this some parameters have to be monitored. One of the most
important controls in the production of beer is the oxygen content. A high
DO content in the ppm range is only welcome after the wort aeration. During
the fermentation the DO content drops to ppb levels and is intended to be
kept as low as possible during the following steps. High oxygen contents
have an adverse effect on the quality of the beer and its flavor stability. Today,
the optical fluorescence quenching of a dye principle to measure dissolved
oxygen is state of the art. St Austell Brewery in the southwest of England is
known for the excellent taste and quality of their different beers.

Benefits of Beverly
XX
    
Easy to use, calibrate & maintain
XX
    
Clear display, including temperature
XX
    
Precise readings
XX
    
Portable and rugged
XX
    
Charge lasts a long time
XX
    
Can measure to low levels

The Beverly is used during multiple stages of bright beer production to ensure DO levels are kept to a minimum. Measurements are taken from CCT2,
during filtration, in BBT3 and during packaging. The DO meter can easily be
connected to tanks, inline sample points and also used with bottle samplers,
while the portability and durability of the meter means it can be used by
multiple plant operators with minimal training.
DO measurements form a crucial part of the quality control checks during
bottle filling and set up of the line. The ability of the meter to also measure
gas helps to ensure that the lines and carbonator en route to the filler are fully
purged with CO2 before bringing beer through to be packaged. Periodically
throughout production, bottles are sampled and DO measurements recorded. This helps to flag up any issues such as insufficient fobbing or DO pick
up in the filler. St Austell has also been able to optimize the purging process
of the filter carbonator via sampling from various points in the system and
have significantly and consistently reduced the DO pickup.
The Beverly DO meter, once adjusted to beer temperature, can take relatively
fast and repeatable measurements. Using air and oxygen free gas (i.e. nitrogen
or carbon dioxide), it is easy and straightforward to check and calibrate the
instruments. The Laboratory Team carry out the small amount of maintenance
required for the instruments and find that on regular monthly checks there is
only little drift. The instruments are easy to clean and keep a good charge.
On the rare occasion that there are errors with the machines then clear error
messages warn the user, and if support is required Hamilton is on hand to
provide a good service.

DO measurement at the bright beer tank.

DO: Dissolved Oxygen
CCT: Cold Conditioning Tank
3
BBT: Bright Beer Tank
1
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